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Abstract- The THOR methodology is the most essential building block in a chain that aspires to influence the development of security solutions and produce meaningful recommendations to policy and decision makers. Initially, in order to identify operational gaps that security practitioners face, specific working scenarios are formulated and developed, exposing an array of possible threats and responses. Then, analysing these scenarios with different categories and ranks of security practitioners offers a well-rounded, comprehensive insight into the needs that should be fulfilled and the operational capabilities to be developed or complemented. This detailed detection and documentation of capabilities serves as an impact analysis that offers the canvas that will be used to pinpoint and categorise individual attributes that touch upon the THOR methodology’s four dimensions: the Technological, the Human, the Organisational, and the Regulatory dimension. Based on the produced findings, a strategy shall be outlined so that practitioners are able to weigh-in on the cross-over between gaps and urgencies and prioritise the fulfilment of their needs. A crucial element of the THOR methodology - and the purpose of this paper – is to demonstrate how each capability gap interacts with the THOR dimensions, revealing the interconnection of deficits. Understanding the ad hoc interplay of the four THOR dimensions is crucial to optimally grasp the challenges that need to be overcome. For instance, there are attributes that appear at first sight technological, nevertheless the sole adoption of a pertinent technological solution would not address core issues and deficits, if professional development (human-related dimension) or acquisition of expertise (organisational-related dimension), and/or a supportive legal framework (regulatory dimension) are not in place beforehand. THOR methodology assists practitioners to carefully identify their capability needs, prioritise them, by utilizing their operational experience. The application of a multiple-dimensional approach in a field as vast as security, considers expertise and experience by various security stakeholders - their positions and specialties notwithstanding. This, in turn, generates ideas and solutions of practical value, aimed at addressing existing and emerging threats alike.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The expansion of cross-border crime, asymmetric globalisation, and information and communications technology (ICT) created new opportunities for transnational organised crime groups (OCGs) to develop and expand, exploiting novel technological methods and regulatory loopholes, thus leaving Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) one step behind. Under this spectrum, innovative methodologies are being explored and employed so as to render LEAs better equipped to tackle challenges, unforeseen events, and emerging threats in a prompt and swift manner, often by anticipating and foreseeing risks, other than merely addressing them when they occur. The aim of this paper is to introduce the THOR methodology as a method to better identify, analyse, and address the needs of practitioners. It is argued that the implementation of the THOR methodology can offer a better understanding of the multi-dimensional nature of the practitioners’ capability gaps that comes from the interplay of the four THOR dimensions.

THOR’s four dimensions include Technical and Human issues inter-related with Organisational and Regulatory aspects. In more detail, the Technology dimension focuses on new technologies and studies their capacity to address current capability gaps. The Human dimension analyses the practitioners’ capabilities in regards of new skills and training requirements needed to suppress new and emerging
threats. The Organisational dimensions studies the re-organisation needed to respond to emerging and future threats. Finally, the Regulatory dimension is related to the necessity of standardisation, the identification of gaps in legislative, and policy framework in light of the new security era challenges, and the need for common policies.

The four THOR dimensions are further elaborated in this paper which is divided in three sections. Following the Introduction, the second section, titled ‘Application of the THOR methodology’ delves into the steps of the THOR methodology from the phase of the scenario elaboration to the conduction of the THOR analysis and the exploitation of its findings. The third section presents a case study of the THOR methodology that focuses on a selection of the challenges that LEAs are facing in the digital age. The fourth section is the conclusion where the main findings of the paper are summarised.

II. APPLICATION OF THE THOR METHODOLOGY

The development and evolution of THOR Methodology

The THOR methodology, originally introduced by the FP7 project (CAMINO consortium, 2016) and further elaborated in two H2020 projects (INSPEC²T consortium, 2018) and (TRILLION consortium, 2018), is considered a concrete framework to analyse the lacking operational capabilities that are necessary to prevent, mitigate, and respond to a plethora of security-related challenges. The CAMINO project introduced four dimensions which could be combined to efficiently enhance resilience. Several topics were identified and each one of these topics was assigned to one of the four (THOR) dimensions and further divided into objectives. The work performed in INSPEC²T project revealed that a topic is composed of multiple objectives, but not all of them are related to one dimension (Leventakis & Kokkinis, 2018). That is, a topic can be attributed to more than one dimension. For example, a specific security solution (Technology dimension), might require a legal amendment (Regulatory dimension), while most likely its introduction might necessitate acquisitions of specific skills (Human dimension). The work in TRILLION focused on quantifying the objectives in terms of time horizons for short- term, mid-term, and long-term needs. In addition, each objective is prioritised over others (Patrikakis, et al., 2017). As an example, a technical solution nowadays can be preferred over another (short-time frame), while in the mid- and long-term its impact might be less severe, therefore other solutions might be needed. Following the work performed in CAMINO, INSPEC²T, and TRILLION and their resulted findings, the enhancements in THOR methodology are combined in the (MEDEA Consortium, 2018). The THOR methodology serves the objectives of MEDEA, that is to identify common capability challenges that practitioners’ need to address so as to suppress various illegal activities and actions related to the fight against organised crime and terrorism. This is illustrated in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Evolution of THOR methodology](image)

In the context of the MEDEA project, the THOR methodology has been further evolved to be applied to security projects and lead to recommendations to decision and policy makers. The application of the THOR
methodology starts with the development of detailed operational scenarios to aid practitioners and associated experts define deficits and pinpoint the gaps that impede the optimal resolution of issues pertaining to security. Refer to Figure 2 (STEP A, STEP B, and STEP C). (Carrol, 1999) defined scenarios as ‘stories about people and their activities’. The security nature of scenarios is being utilised by many security institutions for different purposes. The US Defence Modelling and Simulation Office (DMSO) uses scenarios to establish an initial set of conditions and the timeline of significant events. For the needs of this analysis, the approach of (Whitworth, 2006) where ‘a representation of the state, and present actions, so as to permit the exploration of, or reasoning about, their future state and the events that lead to it’, is used. As such, a set of scenarios is employed to assist security practitioners in describing current and emerging threats that are likely to occur.

Then, the findings from the scenarios’ analysis leads to the explicit identification of operational capability gaps. The analysis of the said gaps (STEP D) leads to identification of specific attributes (STEP E) and their subsequent evaluation and prioritisation (STEP F). The outcomes of this process are forming recommendation to decision and policy makers (STEP G).

Figure 2: Application of THOR methodology

To sum up, after defining specific capability gaps and identifying security challenges, THOR analysis is employed to analyse operational issues along its four dimensions, that can contribute to the formulation of strategies to address challenges, improve responses, and anticipate issues and anomalies in a better equipped manner. A critical component of the THOR methodology that should not be overlooked is that it reveals the interconnection of deficits and the interplay among the distinct four dimensions. Hence, a gap that may be attributed to the lack of technological solutions for its upkeep, might - in reality - be credited to the pre-existing lack of a pertaining regulatory framework, or faulty/inadequate training. This is proven to be central in grasping the fine - and at first glance hidden - aspects of the shortfalls’ root causes.

III. APPLICATION OF THE THOR METHODOLOGY

SCENARIO ELABORATION

To initiate the application of the THOR methodology a set of scenarios are developed by practitioners using a specific template so that there is a uniform format of the incidents reported (Kokkinis, 2019). It is up to the practitioners to select the scenarios that they deem more relevant and useful. Under this light, they might consider scenarios developed across various security projects and further enhance or/and adapt them to
match the peculiarities of the circumstances they encounter whilst performing their duties. From the set of developed scenarios, using the Delphi Method to approach expert consensus, a subset of scenarios is selected to be additionally scrutinised collectively in tailor-made workshops (Rowe, et al., 2017). Hence, physical (or virtual because of COVID-19) interactions are then taking place between security experts, practitioners, and other stakeholders. This gives ample opportunity for the practitioners to set out their current operational capabilities and gaps, explain how they respond to threats, and denote how they may become more effective and efficient.

The scenarios are based on actual operational incidents stemming from current, as well as emerging threats, the practitioners believe they will encounter in the following years. Each scenario consists of certain sections. First, the security background is presented, to introduce the countries and stakeholders involved, preliminary information, risks, likelihood, and expected impact. The following sections of the scenario template define parameters such as type of event, conditions, duration, and external factors (economic, social, and political stability). Also, it sets out the events that have built up to the point where the scenario takes place, as well as further elements, such as each practitioners’ organisations’ objectives and operational mandates. The scenario template is structured in a way to assist security practitioners to describe real-life incidents, and define and elaborate the sequence of events, actions, and responses, while they also outline what impedes the practitioners’ reactions.

**THOR WORKSHOPS**

Once a scenario is developed, it is studied and examined further by security practitioners with the aim of identifying and documenting capability gaps. A capability gap is defined as the difference between the current ability of security practitioners to prepare, prevent, respond, and recover from a security-related challenge, and the future desirable condition. During the scenario analysis phase, security practitioners may provide clarifications, share their insights about additional challenges and needs, and elaborate on the operational capability gaps. The practitioners may further elicit the developed scenario and share their views about deployed or proposed solutions.

![Figure 3: Practitioners’ capability gap identification and analysis process.](image)

During the THOR workshops, it is critical to trigger the interest of the participants. Audio and video material are used to illustrate the scenario, highlight the security risks and assist security practitioners to formulate the capability gaps. Discussion of the gaps revolves around the THOR dimensions. The practitioners are encouraged to discuss a number of security issues and operational needs related to the scenario under analysis. As such, the development of questions, before the workshop, that lead the
discussion is a good practice to not only boost interaction between the practitioners, but also to gather the information needed. Among others, the practitioners are asked to share their knowledge and experience regarding the scenarios’ capability gaps, or a particular aspect of them, and add new ones if applicable. This is illustrated in Figure 3. The main outcomes of the workshops are the documentation of the scenarios’ capability gaps, the identification of additional gaps, or relevant challenges and parameters that should be taken into consideration so as to improve existing systems and procedures and develop new functionalities. These insights, gathered during the workshops, are valuable for the next phase, which is the conduction of the THOR analysis.

**THOR ANALYSIS**

The findings of the THOR workshops, including a list of missing capabilities and additional information of each capability gap, are further processed following the four dimensions of the THOR analysis. The Technological, Human, Organisational, and Regulatory aspect of each capability gap is examined to find the main causes of the gap and possible solutions to overcome it. More specifically:

Regarding the **Technology** dimension, a variety of already developed solutions as well as developing ones are examined and assessed based on their adequacy to address the envisaged gap. The aim is to shortlist and prioritise the missing technical capabilities which are currently needed or desired in the mid and long-term by security practitioners. The challenges and/or possible solutions that fall under the Technology dimension may not be of technical nature. For example, sometimes the required technical solution exists but there are other factors (i.e., the cost) that block its broad use by practitioners.

The **Human** dimension focuses on the required practitioners’ capabilities regarding new and advanced personal skills and trainings to suppress current and emerging security challenges. These capabilities may include trainings on new technologies, creation of motives for practitioners, and modifications on existing investigation methods. Eventual possible implications, which may follow the introduction of new capabilities are examined under this dimension as well.

The **Organisational** dimension delves into the processes and procedures followed by the relevant practitioners’ organisations, that can be improved to address effectively emerging and future security threats. These may include the re-organisation of existing procedures and the development of new ones, the creation of collaborations, the development of a corporate culture, as well as proposals about the standardisation of procedures between different LEAs or across states.

Lastly, the **Regulatory** dimension aims to identify obstacles either at the institutional, policy, or legal level that may impede the effective response to current and emerging security threats. A gap that is examined regularly under this dimension is the need for adoption of aligned policies and unified regulations between distinct organisations and states, as mentioned above.

Drawing on the above mentioned, the THOR analysis is applied in each capability gap identified in the respective scenario. This implies that for each capability gap possible Technical, Human, Organisational, and Regulatory attributes are examined, applying also the information gathered during the THOR workshops. The term “attribute” refers here to the impact of each dimension to an envisaged capability gap. Based on the nature and the peculiarities of each gap, solutions to address the identified gap can be related to more than one attributes and dimensions. As such, a capability gap may have two technological and one regulatory attribute. For example, the performance of Electronic Support Measures (ESM) sensors might need to become more stable (technology maturity) and might necessitate interworking with legacy command and control solutions (open /standardised interfaces). However, their usage for example might not be regulated in some EU Member States (MS) despite the proven operational advantage they offer to practitioners.
Following the identification and documentation of the attributes, every attribute is prioritised against each of the THOR dimensions. This is done by the practitioners, using a number of prioritisation techniques, e.g., either a five level Likert scale or the MoSCoW method. Each prioritisation technique possesses certain advantages. The preferred method is decided as soon as the capability gap attributes are adequately described. Because of the particular nature of the attributes that derive from the Regulatory dimension, a weight of 0 or 1 corresponding to impact and no impact is utilised instead.

IV. THOR CASE STUDY: LAW ENFORCEMENT CHALLENGES IN THE DIGITAL AGE

The MEDEA Network of Practitioners (NoP) developed a “Thematic” Community of Practice where its members focused on the “Fight Against Cross-Border Crime and Terrorism” challenges. Using the scenario elicitation analysis described in preceding sections, practitioners from LEAs confirm their need to use ‘automated tools to detect and subsequently remove online content’ (MEDEA, TCP3, 3.CGF.1, 2020), (MEDEA, TCP3, 3.CGF.2, 2020). These gaps are attributed to the vast amount of open-source data that needs to be investigated by LEA Open-Source Intelligence (OSINT) teams. Nowadays OSINT teams are using either commercial solutions - but often with limited/restricted number of licenses - or in-house developed open-source tools, like crawlers. Thus, a fully-fledged automated Early Warning System is needed, with adequate number of licenses to support LEAs’ capacity in OSINT analysis. Following the identification of illegal content, its removal is a challenging and demanding process, and it is subject to different regulations and procedures based on where the illegal content is hosted. Furthermore, practitioners need ‘additional capabilities to intercept voice and data communications and decrypt / decipher them’ (MEDEA, TCP3, 3.CGF.12, 2020). The interception and decryption of encrypted communications is a very difficult and time-consuming task. The vast number of commercial messaging applications (WhatsApp1, Signal2) and the uncomplicated development of customised applications for mobile devices like EncroChat (CYFOR, n.d.), makes the use of customised communication products with end-to-end encryption favourable to perpetrators. At the same time, it becomes more difficult and more complicated for practitioners to decrypt OCG communications (Bill Goodwin, 2022). Hence, LEAs efforts to suppress OCG activities, apart from the use of more capabilities in Early Warning, Interception of Information, necessitates ‘better exploitation of existing databases and enforce open interfaces to data processing tools’ (MEDEA, TCP3, 3.CGF.11, 2020). Police Officers need access to a unified database that will include information from past cases and incidents. Records about known offenders and their modus operandi will assist practitioners to define a pool of suspects. The database should include OCG members’ criminal records, connections with other OCGs, countries and places where the offenders carry out their criminal activities, and other characteristics which will assist practitioners with their investigations. Apart from the single database, improved search functionalities using Machine Learning (ML), or Artificial Intelligence (AI) are needed for competent authorities to be able to process data more effectively. An example of the application of THOR analysis is summarised in Table 1 for the Capability Gap Finding (CGF) no. 1.

Table 1: Application of THOR analysis - Example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capability Gap Finding [Id]</th>
<th>Technology Attributes</th>
<th>Human Attributes</th>
<th>Organisational Attributes</th>
<th>Regulatory Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Limited access and use of automated tools to</td>
<td>[1] Early Warning System to detect online content</td>
<td>[1] Need for Resources with linguistic expertise</td>
<td>[1] Need to enhance cross-border cooperation between LEAs</td>
<td>[1] Legal definition that will define strictly illegal online radicalised or terrorist content</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 https://www.whatsapp.com/
2 https://signal.org/en/


The application of THOR analysis for the capability gap described in table 1 resulted in 4 Attributes found in the Technology, Human and Organisation dimensions, and 3 attributes in the Regulatory dimension. Similarly, the application of THOR analysis for the following 3 CGFs: “Difficulties for LEAs to remove online illegal content” [3.CGF.2], “Better exploitation of existing databases and enforce open interfaces to data processing tools” [3.CGF.11], and “LEAs require additional capabilities to intercept voice and data communication and decrypt / decipher them” [3.CGF.12], revealed the number of attributes associated in each THOR dimension, as shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4: Number of attributes in THOR dimensions for the case study.](image)

**Technology related challenges**

Police Officers should have access to state-of-the-art (SOTA) solutions that will help them to detect illegal content online as early as feasible. These solutions should advance LEAs detection capabilities and offer them Early Warning (EW) advantages. For the implementation of innovative technological EW solutions to be effective, interagency collaboration and an engagement strategy that promotes co-operation and data sharing are required (United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, 2019). Application of the THOR methodology highlighted the fact that technology should be used as an instrument to facilitate and promote cooperation between Law Enforcement and Judicial authorities across different EU MS and facilitate the exchange of real time information without the risk of being compromised. Other than the advancements required for OSINT and SIGINT (for lawful interception and blockchain monitoring) solutions, equally important is the use of Technology to offer very accurate translation services to LEAs, since most of the illegal content is in languages most Police Officers they cannot comprehend. This highlights the need to improve LEAs’ capabilities with advanced technology solutions across all phases of police investigation like interception and data collections, examination, and forensic analysis.

The digitalisation of tools and the broader use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) in the field of security could help LEAs in their fight against organised crime and terrorism, however the required innovative products should be integrated in the Police Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and
interface existing solutions that are in service. Apart from the need for new technologies, another issue that emerged from THOR analysis is related to the fact that even when technological solutions exist, they are not commonly used by LEAs for different reasons, be it their cost or the fact that they are not backwards compatible with existing systems, or do not fulfil all LEA needs, and as such, additional or redesigned products are needed.

**Human related challenges**

New security solutions are mostly utilising AI which is a disruptive technology. AI does not only offer numerous benefits to LEAs, but it also introduces several concerns related to its use. Therefore, it is not only the nature of crime that evolves. There is the need for continuous trainings for LEAs to be able to keep up with the technological advancements and the complexity of the modus operandi of criminals since perpetrators are “early Technology adopters”. The introduction of SOTA solutions in police organisations has not only to do with technical aspects of getting these solutions up and running but it also necessitates the professional development of serving Police Officers. Some complex solutions required knowledge of big data analysis, while solutions for profiling, and social media analysis impose the recruitment of scientific and specialised personnel in police forces.

Furthermore, the application of THOR methodology stressed the need for additional and more frequent “traditional” police training which typically consists of simulations, joint training activities between LEAs from different countries, or trainings in cross-country investigative methods. Notably, police forces should recruit trained and skilled professionals based on the type of criminal activities they encounter on their operations. The advancements in Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools do not meet police analyst expectations. As such, OSINT teams should expand their capacity with skilled staff that speak many languages (especially Arabic based languages and dialects). To efficiently fight against crime and terrorism, more skilled and trained officers are required to suppress the illegal transfer of money between organised crime groups either using cryptocurrencies or other traditional monetary exchange methods.

**Organisation-related challenges**

Even though the use of SOTA solutions to advance LEA EW capabilities is adequately explained, equally important for LEAs is the promotion and development of a culture of preparedness and prevention. Moreover, structural changes that will assist the inclusion of SOTA solutions in LEAs are required. These changes should endorse the addition of new capabilities (either through professional development or with the recruitment of new resources) and specialisation within LEAs, so that the organisation can modernise with AI applications their procedures. This might include the creation of departments that are dedicated in specific threats or specific tasks. In addition, at the organisational level, the need for multi-disciplinary and multi-agency / stakeholder cooperation was underlined. As such, the organisation of common events and trainings should establish and promote collaboration between different Police organisations from EU MS. It would be beneficial for LEAs to involve additional security stakeholders in the fight against organised crime and terrorism. The inclusion of additional security stakeholders (like online service providers, societal organisations, volunteers, etc.) is considered critical especially when it comes to the fight against online and new forms of crime.

**Regulatory related challenges**

Regarding the fourth THOR dimension that focuses on regulatory aspects, Police Officers identified the need for enforcing regulations and directives to strength inter-LEAs collaborations and support information exchange. Aside from a cultural change required to promote intelligence exchange among LEAs, there is the need for new policy recommendations to facilitate the interconnections of existing LEAs databases and to promote the development and use of SOTA tools capable of performing complex queries in the interconnected databases. Police Officers who participated in MEDEA activities indicated that the legally binding level of these regulatory (and policy) frameworks should vary according to the stakeholders involved. For example, the legal framework governing the process of intelligence exchange between LEAs
should be more binding than the directives or recommendations that frame the cooperation between LEAs and other security stakeholders.

The adoption of common definitions and the alignment of laws among EU MS is another need identified during the THOR analysis. Additionally, various practices are considered as criminal activities in certain countries, but not in others, like the use of the Hawala system (El-Qorchi, 2002) to transfer money. Even at the national level, LEAs do not always follow the same laws and procedures. Thus, the adoption of a common approach, at least at a Regulatory level, could be very helpful in fighting organised crime and terrorism. Legal frameworks should also be developed, or amended, to accompany the advent of new technologies and technological advancements. For example, AI enhancements should be regulated by relevant laws. To that end, legal frameworks should be amended so as not to impede LEAs in their activities (nor facilitate criminals).

**FINDINGS**

Members of OCGs are using End-to-End (E2E) encrypted communications which are offered commercially and are free to use, e.g., messaging and telecommunication services like WhatsApp and Signal. Decrypted communications are introducing additional challenges to security practitioners when it comes to Lawful Interception (LI). Advancements in quantum computing are required to support decryption and assist LEAs’ investigations, while monitoring modern communications in order to collect and analyse information in real time, is more challenging than ever. On the contrary, apart from the need for SOTA solutions, practitioners are also in need of mature technologies, like applications to access multiple databases to retrieve information or access past incidents databases which are not offered to front-line Police Officers. In this aspect, practitioners need access to unified databases across EU MS that maintain records of illegal content which is being removed. Advancements on AI and ML are not seen in Early Warning systems, thus offered solutions are not efficient to automatically detect online illegal content even in the surface web. In addition, there are not many E2E investigation solutions like automated tools to detect illegal content and translate it from non-well-spoken languages to a language the practitioners can analyse. Last but not least, offered solutions, apart from their high acquisition cost, do not always support interworking with deployed systems, or do not address the complete range of capability gaps, hence, more than one solution is often required to address most of modern security threats.

Application of THOR methodology in the Human dimension revealed that the lack of reliable translation tools triggers the need to recruit resources with linguistic expertise in OSINT teams, while there is the need for continuous professional development of information analysts. Overall, LEAs should encourage the involvement of native speakers in analysis teams to assist the relevant investigations, profiling, risk assessment, etc. The introduction of tools is always related with the need of additional training to Police Officers and the establishment of training curricula that will support all phases of police investigations, follow the technology advancement and the continuous complexity of the modus operandi of criminals. Lastly, for the capability gaps resulted from the use of E2E encrypted communication among perpetrators, LEAs should use other technology solutions to intercept communications in open and closed spaces. Also, sharing best practices from successful interception and decryption cases might assist LEAs in dealing more effectively with LI.

Results in the Organisational dimension exposed the need for enhancing cross-border cooperation between LEAs on information exchange and the need to organise joint trainings for their OSINT teams. Moreover, LEAs should offer incentives to encourage practitioners to study foreign languages so as to assist in the analysis of detected ‘suspicious’ online content, while at the national level, the Internet Referral Units (IRUs) should follow the example of the EU IRU. Furthermore, the cooperation between LEAs and online service providers should be improved to suppress online illegal activities and advance interception techniques in communications when there is a court order besides the knowledge transfer between security practitioners and telecommunication experts. In this direction, LEAs should develop training in decryption
techniques using joint workshops between LEAs and professionals from telecommunication providers. Equally important, LEAs should update their SOPs to promote usage of existing information databases and foster a culture of interconnecting information repositories with advanced search engines so practitioners can benefit from simultaneous information queries across multiple databases.

In the Regulatory dimension, the main findings with respect to the increasing use of encrypted communication by OCGs are the need for an amendment that will safeguard LEAs’ capabilities to lawfully intercept and decrypt these communications, and the need for changes in the current legislative framework to support the adoption of SOTA LI tools so LEAs can gain a competitive advantage to dismantle OCG operations. Similarly, there is a need for policy recommendations to facilitate the interconnections of existing LEA databases and to support the development of tools capable of performing complex queries in interconnected databases. Moreover, regulatory directions are needed to support a framework to advance the existing cooperation between online platform providers and LEAs. The adoption of a new proposal for a regulation that will prevent the dissemination of harmful online illegal content is also advised. In this aspect, a common and inclusive definition of what constitutes illegal online content, which should be very descriptive and detailed, and should be adopted by all EU MS, is recommended. A legislative improvement to assure the protection of fundamental rights and freedoms that will endorse the establishment of autodetection mechanism is required, while the need to reassess the ethical issues with regards to the use of automated processing by LEAs through techniques in the field of ML and AI will ultimately also benefit societal security.

V. CONCLUSION

Summing up the core findings and lessons learned from the above-mentioned application of the THOR methodology in the MEDEA project shows that the interplay of the four THOR dimensions provides valuable inputs on the nature and the causes of the capability gaps of practitioners. These inputs can be used to adopt more efficient solutions. For example, a technological gap may be filled by reformulating the pertinent regulatory framework. This methodology has a track record of being useful in pinpointing broad problematic areas and specific tricky issues alike, by promoting understanding of the deeper interconnections between its four dimensions. Thus, the THOR approach can be adapted to any setting where many factors interact, requiring merely collaboration between experts and practitioners across disciplines, and of several expertise.

The interplay of the method’s four dimensions has further showcased how important human and organisational aspects are to support the technological and regulatory aspects (i.e., the existence/formation of adequate structures, procedures, training curricula, guidelines, SOPs) as well as protocols (steps, roles, user requirements and responsibilities of key actors). It is further revealed how the Regulatory dimension can be a means to enhance the uptake technological solutions and not hinder innovation. Hence, unravelling the interconnections between the four THOR dimensions not only helps speed up processes to address operational capability gaps but also provides stakeholders with a clear policy roadmap.
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